**INTERIOR CARPET FLOOR MATS**

- Autocraft car mats offer the ultimate protection for car floors. The anti-slip backing holds the mat in place. These durable mats can be removed for easy cleaning.
- Anti-slip nib backing

  - AutoCraft Floor Mats, Woven, Heavy-Duty, Tan, 4 Piece INA AC1214T
  - AutoCraft Floor Mats, Woven, Heavy-Duty, Grey, 4 Piece INA AC1214G
  - AutoCraft Floor Mats, Woven, Heavy-Duty, Black, 4 Piece INA AC1214B

**INTERIOR CARPET/RUBBER FLOOR MATS**

- Autocraft car mats offer the ultimate protection for car floors. The anti-slip backing holds the mat in place. These durable mats are easy to remove and clean.
- Anti-slip nib backing
- Protective raised heel pad
- Trim-to-fit design

  - AutoCraft Floor Mats, Carpet, Black, 4 Piece INA 614B
  - AutoCraft Floor Mats, Carpet, Tan, 4 Piece INA 614T
  - AutoCraft Floor Mats, Carpet, Grey, 4 Piece INA 614G

**INTERIOR PLASTISOL FLOOR MATS**

- Recessed grid pattern to collect and retain debris
- Measures 25 1/2" L x 18 1/2" W x 1/2" D
- Sold in pairs (2)
- Recessed grid pattern to collect and retain debris
- Easily cleaned with soap and water
- Designed to fit most cars, trucks, vans and SUVs
- Textured backing to help prevent slipping
- Designed to fit most cars, trucks, vans and SUVs

- Plasticolor Floor Mats, Jeep PLS 001469R01
- Plasticolor Floor Mats, Honda PLS 001474R01
- Plasticolor Floor Mat, Chevy Front PLS 001470R03
- Plasticolor Floor Mat, Premium PLS 001470R04
- Plasticolor Floor Mat, Jeep PLS 001469R01
- Plasticolor Floor Mat, Honda PLS 001474R01
- Plasticolor Floor Mat, Chevy Front PLS 001470R03
- Plasticolor Floor Mat, Premium PLS 001470R04

**INTERIOR RUBBER FLOOR MATS**

- Realtree Outfitters camouflage front floor mats feature Realtree AP camouflage fabric laminated to the rubber surface, bullet plate pattern background with the Realtree Outfitters logo, raised edges to trap water and dirt, trim to fit design, and anti-slip nib backing in a two piece set.
- Raised Edges to Trap Water and Dirt
- Trim-to-Fit Design
- Anti-slip nib backing

  - Realtree Floor Mats, Front MSY C00002390199
  - Browning Brand Floor Mats, Front - Set of 2 MSY C00001790199

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
• Autocraft car mats offer the ultimate protection for car floors. The anti-slip backing holds the mat in place. These durable mats can be removed for easy cleaning.
• Anti-slip nib backing
• Raised border traps dirt
• Trim-to-fit design

AutoCraft Floor Mat Set, Rubber, Premium, Grey, 4 Piece INA AC965G

AutoCraft Floor Mat Set, Rubber, Premium, Black, 4 Piece INA AC965B

Image Shown: AC965G

• Autocraft car mats offer the ultimate protection for car floors. The anti-slip backing holds the mat in place. These durable mats can be removed for easy cleaning.
• Anti-slip nib backing
• Raised border traps dirt
• Trim-to-fit design

AutoCraft Floor Mat Set, Rubber, Premium, Grey, 4 Piece INA AC965G

AutoCraft Floor Mat Set, Rubber, Premium, Tan, 4 Piece INA AC9624T

AutoCraft Floor Mat Set, Rubber, Premium, Black, 4 Piece INA AC9624B

Image Shown: AC9624G

• Autocraft car mats offer the ultimate protection for car floors. The anti-slip backing holds the mat in place. These durable mats can be removed for easy cleaning.
• Anti-slip nib backing
• Trim-to-fit design

AutoCraft Floor Mat Set, Rubber, Heavy-Duty, Grey, 4 Piece INA AC5704G

AutoCraft Floor Mat Set, Rubber, Heavy-Duty, Tan, 4 Piece INA AC5704T

AutoCraft Floor Mat Set, Rubber, Heavy-Duty, Black, 4 Piece INA AC5704B

Image Shown: AC5704G

• Autocraft car mats offer the ultimate protection for car floors. The anti-slip backing holds the mat in place. These durable mats can be removed for easy cleaning.
• Anti-slip nib backing
• Trim-to-fit design

AutoCraft Floor Mat Set, Rubber, Heavy-Duty, Black, 2 Piece INA AC2102B

AutoCraft Floor Mat Set, Rubber, Heavy-Duty, Grey, 2 Piece INA AC2102G

Image Shown: AC2102B

• Autocraft car mats offer the ultimate protection for car floors. The anti-slip backing holds the mat in place. These durable mats can be removed for easy cleaning.
• Anti-slip nib backing
• Trim-to-fit design

AutoCraft Runner, Rubber, Heavy-Duty, Black INA AC2520B

INTERIOR

VINYL FLOOR MATS

• Autocraft car mats offer the ultimate protection for car floors. The anti-slip backing holds the mat in place. These durable mats can be removed for easy cleaning.
• Anti-slip nib backing
• Trim-to-fit design

AutoCraft Floor Mat Set, Vinyl, Heavy-Duty, Clear, 4 Piece INA AC5704C

Image Shown: 505T

• Autocraft car mats offer the ultimate protection for car floors. The anti-slip backing holds the mat in place. These durable mats can be removed for easy cleaning.
• Anti-slip nib backing
• Raised border traps dirt
• Trim-to-fit design

AutoCraft Floor Mat Set, Tray, Black, 2 Piece INA AC2511B

• Autocraft car mats offer the ultimate protection for car floors. The anti-slip backing holds the mat in place. These durable mats can be removed for easy cleaning.
• Anti-slip nib backing

AutoCraft Floor Mat, Rubber, All-Purpose, Black INA AC4500B

Image Shown: 505T

• Autocraft car mats offer the ultimate protection for car floors. The anti-slip backing holds the mat in place. These durable mats can be removed for easy cleaning.
• Anti-slip nib backing

Economy Black Floor Mat Set, Rubber, Tan, 4 Piece INA 50ST

Economy Black Floor Mat Set, Rubber, Grey, 4 Piece INA 505G

Economy Black Floor Mat Set, Rubber, Black, 4 Piece INA 505B

Image Shown: AC2511B

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
**INTERIOR CORE**

**SEAT COVERS**

- Autocraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Designed for bucket and bench seats with adjustable headrests
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment
- Includes headrest covers

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Springfield, Black, 3 Piece** INA AC2020B

- Autocraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Designed for bucket and bench seats with adjustable headrests
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment
- Includes headrest covers

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Tribeca, Black** INA AC2016B

- Autocraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Tribeca, Grey** INA AC2016G

- Autocraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bench seat
- Heavy-duty fabric

**AutoCraft Seat Cover, Tribeca, Bench, Black** INA AC22155302B

- Autocraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Bradford Waterproof, Black** INA AC5078761B

- Autocraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Bradford Waterproof, Tan** INA AC5078856T

- Autocraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Cover, Maui, Water Resistant, Black, Full Set** INA AC2076BFS

- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Cover, All-Purpose, Neoprene, Black** INA AC22155303B

- Autocraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Heavy-duty fabric

- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
- AutoCraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment
- Easy to install, no tools required

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Neoprene, Black & Grey** INA AC2026BG

- AutoCraft bench cover is durable with long-lasting materials to protect your seats. It's easy to install, one size fits most. **CAUTION:** These seat covers are not to be used with vehicles equipped with seats that contain air bags.
- Fits bench seat
- Includes headrest covers

**AutoCraft Seat Cover, Bucket, Black** INA AC2019B

- AutoCraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Cover, Milan Sport, Turquoise, 2 Pack** INA AC2063TQ

- AutoCraft bench cover is durable with long-lasting materials to protect your seats. It's easy to install, one size fits most. **CAUTION:** These seat covers are not to be used with vehicles equipped with seats that contain air bags.
- Fits bench seat
- Includes headrest covers

**AutoCraft Seat Cover, Cambridge, Faux Leather, Luxury, Black, 2 Pack** INA AC2029B

- AutoCraft bench cover is durable with long-lasting materials to protect your seats. It's easy to install, one size fits most. **CAUTION:** These seat covers are not to be used with vehicles equipped with seats that contain air bags.
- Fits bench seat
- Includes headrest covers

**AutoCraft Seat Cover, Milan, Black & Grey** INA AC2063R

- AutoCraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Milan Sport, Red, 2 Pack** INA AC2063R

- AutoCraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Milan Sport, Turquoise, 2 Pack** INA AC2063TQ

- AutoCraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Milan Sport, Red, 2 Pack** INA AC2063R

- AutoCraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Milan, Black & Grey** INA AC2063R

- AutoCraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Milan Sport, Red, 2 Pack** INA AC2063R

- AutoCraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Milan Sport, Turquoise, 2 Pack** INA AC2063TQ

- AutoCraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Milan Sport, Red, 2 Pack** INA AC2063R

- AutoCraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

**AutoCraft Seat Covers, Milan Sport, Turquoise, 2 Pack** INA AC2063TQ
**Interior Accessories**

- Fits bucket seats with adjustable headrests
- Works with or without side airbags
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

### AutoCraft Seat Cover, Monte Carlo, Carbon Fiber, Red, 2 Pack

- Fits bucket seats with adjustable or built-in headrests
- Works with or without side airbags
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

### AutoCraft Seat Cover, Monte Carlo, Carbon Fiber, Black, 2 Pack

- Breathable Material
- Durable material
- Universal fitment
- Easy to install
- Easy to clean

Pilot Camouflage Truck Seat Cover
PLT  SCT-445CA

- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

### AutoCraft Seat Cover, Houston, Black/Grey, 2 Pack

- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

### AutoCraft Seat Cover, Spartanburg, Black, 2 Pack

- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

### AutoCraft Seat Cover, Reno, Black, 2 Pack

- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

### Mossy Oak Seat Cover, Black LB

- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

### AutoCraft Seat Cover, Cheyenne, Brown Rust, 2 Pack

- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

### AutoCraft Seat Cover, Stanford, Black, 2 Pack

- Fits bucket seats with adjustable headrests
- Works with or without side airbags
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

### Pilot Camouflage Truck Seat Cover

- Breathable Material
- Durable material
- Universal fitment
- Easy to install
- Easy to clean

***Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.***
Plasticolor Dodge Ram Sideless Seat Cover PLS  008583R01

- Officially licensed Dodge seat cover
- Made of high quality vinyl material with a urethane foam backing for the ultimate comfort
- Padded design for universal fit
- Includes a separate head rest cover allowing for easy installation (removable head rest required)
- Added cargo pocket on the back

Plasticolor Seat Cover, Officially Licensed Honda PLS  006578R01

- These sporty seat covers add personality to your vehicle while providing a practical and durable cover.
- Designed to fit most high and low-backed bucket seats.
- Comes with elastic straps and hooks
- Snug and secure fit
- Machine washable

Plasticolor Seat Cover, Ford Sideless PLS  008584R01

- Officially Licensed Ford Sideless Low Back Seat Cover includes head rest cover. Seat cover is a great option for Ford enthusiasts everywhere!
- Headrest included. Must have removable headrest
- High quality vinyl
- Universal fit
- Embroidered logo

Plasticolor Seat Cover, Chevy Sideless PLS  008586R01

- Officially Licensed Chevy Sideless Low Back Seat Cover includes head rest cover. Seat cover is a great option for Chevy enthusiasts everywhere!
- Headrest included. Must have removable headrest
- High quality vinyl
- Universal fit
- Embroidered logo

AutoCraft Steering Wheel Cover, Ergonomic Padded Grip, Grey INA  AC5054857G

- Autocraft Steering Wheel Covers are designed to give your car comfort and style.
- Made of soft, durable, quality TPR

AutoCraft Steering Wheel Cover, Ergonomic Padded Grip, Black INA AC5051569B

- Autocraft Steering Wheel Covers are designed to give your car comfort and style.
- Made of soft, durable, quality TPR

AutoCraft Steering Wheel Cover, Topstitched, Black INA AC38853B

- Autocraft Steering Wheel Covers are designed to give your car comfort and style.
- Made of soft, durable, quality TPR

AutoCraft Steering Wheel Cover, Topstitched, Grey INA AC38854G

- Autocraft Steering Wheel Covers are designed to give your car comfort and style.
- Made of soft, durable, quality TPR

AutoCraft Steering Wheel Cover, Topstitched, Tan INA AC38855T

- Autocraft Steering Wheel Covers are designed to give your car comfort and style.
- Made of soft, durable, quality TPR

AutoCraft Steering Wheel Cover, Stitched, Black INA AC38454B

- Autocraft Steering Wheel Covers are designed to give your car comfort and style.
- Made of soft, durable, quality TPR

AutoCraft Steering Wheel Cover, Stitched, Grey INA AC38455G

- Autocraft Steering Wheel Covers are designed to give your car comfort and style.
- Made of soft, durable, quality TPR

AutoCraft Steering Wheel Cover, Stitched, Tan INA AC38456T

- Autocraft Steering Wheel Covers are designed to give your car comfort and style.
- Made of soft, durable, quality TPR

AutoCraft Steering Wheel Cover, Massage Grip, Grey INA AC39852B

- Autocraft Steering Wheel Covers are designed to give your car comfort and style.
- Made of soft, durable, quality TPR

AutoCraft Steering Wheel Cover, Massage Grip, Black INA AC39853G

- Autocraft Steering Wheel Covers are designed to give your car comfort and style.
- Made of soft, durable, quality TPR

AutoCraft Seat Cover, Sleek Ergo, Tan INA AC804101T

- Autocraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

AutoCraft Seat Cover, Sport Performance, Neoprene, Blue INA AC800001995BL

- Autocraft Air Bag Safe seat cover line is tested and certified to allow air bag deployment if needed. Our seat covers are easy to install to protect your seats and add a stylish look! Works on seats without air bags too.
- Fits bucket seat with adjustable headrest
- Works with or without side airbag
- Breakaway stitching for airbag deployment

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
• Autocraft Steering Wheel Covers are designed to give your car comfort and style.
• Fits most cars, trucks and SUVs
• Easy to install
• Contour grip design for extra comfort

AutoCraft Steering Wheel Cover, Contour, Grey INA AC39731G

AutoCraft Steering Wheel Cover, Contour, Black INA AC39730B

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.
**Interior Accessories**

- Autocraft Steering Wheel Covers are designed to give your car comfort and style.
- Made of soft, durable, quality TPR

**Autocraft Steering Wheel Cover, Action Grip, Black**
INA AC221761098B

- Autocraft Steering Wheel Covers are designed to give your car comfort and style.
- Made of soft, durable, quality TPR

**Autocraft Steering Wheel Cover, Black**
INA AC48204B

---

**INTERIOR FASHION**

**STEERING WHEEL COVERS**

- A rubber molded steering wheel cover that will protect the hands from heat and cold. Bullet plate pattern grips with Mossy Oak logo and Break-Up Infinity camouflage.
- Features Mossy Oak Break-Up Infinity Camo
- Protects Hands from Heat and Cold
- Bullet Plate Pattern Grips with Mossy Oak Logo

**Mossy Oak Steering Wheel Cover, 2-Grip**
MSY MSW3408

- Bell Automotive’s Moxie Steering Wheel Cover will add optimum comfort and unique style for your steering wheel. This ultra-soft steering wheel cover is made from a cream faux fur material with grey accents, which is sure to create a new driving experience. This product easily slips on to fit most standard steering wheels, and keeps your hands comfortable in hot or cold weather.
- Easily slips on to most standard car steering wheels
- Covered with thick mane of soft white and gray faux fur
- Protect hands from hot or cold steering wheels

**Bell Automotive Steering Wheel Cover, Moxie**
VIC 22-1-53402-1

- Bell Automotive Steering Wheel Cover, Body Glove, Black

**Bell Automotive Steering Wheel Cover, Body Glove, Black**
VIC 22-1-97443-9

- Bell Automotive’s Pink Shaggy Steering Wheel Cover will add a pop of color to your ride while providing comfort and style for your steering wheel. This fun and ultra-soft steering wheel cover is made from a yarn-like microfiber shag material, which is sure to create a new driving experience. This product easily slips on to fit most standard steering wheels, and keeps your hands comfortable in hot or cold weather. Pair this accessory up with other Shaggy products from Bell to customize your ride!
- Easily slips on to most standard car steering wheels
- Microfiber shaggy material is both fun and functional
- One of the most comfortable and fun steering wheel covers you will ever use
- Protect hands from hot or cold steering wheels

**Bell Automotive Steering Wheel Cover, Pink Shaggy**
VIC 22-1-53210-1A

- Measures 15"L x 15"W x 2"D
- Colors are molded-in to avoid discoloration and fading.
- Fits most steering wheels
- Slips on for easy installation, no tools necessary
- Molded core stretches perfectly around steering wheel

**Plasticolor Steering Wheel Cover, Betty Boop**
PLS 006709R01

- Realtree Outfitters camouflage steering wheel cover featuring Realtree AP camouflage protects hands from heat and cold and features two rubber grips with bullet plate pattern.
- Features Realtree AP Camouflage
- Protects Hands from Heat and Cold
- Bullet Plate Pattern Grips with Realtree Outfitters Logo

**Realtree Steering Wheel Cover, 2-Grip**
MSY RSW3505

- The Jeep officially licensed steering wheel cover from PlastiColor is a durable, well made, textured vinyl material that provides a stylish and durable steering wheel cover. While covering your steering wheel, the cover also protects your hand from extreme temperatures.
- Colors are molded-in to avoid discoloration and fading.
- Fits most steering wheels
- Slips on for easy installation, no tools necessary
- Molded core stretches perfectly around steering wheel

**Plasticolor Steering Wheel Cover, Jeep**
PLS 006729R01

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
Interior Accessories

INTERIOR SPORT STEERING WHEEL COVERS

- Measures 15"L x 15"W x 2"D
- Colors are molded-in to avoid discoloration and fading.
- Fits most steering wheels
- Slips on for easy installation, no tools necessary
- Molded core stretches perfectly around steering wheel
Plasticolor Steering Wheel Cover, Chevy PLS 006727R03

- Measures 15"L x 15"W x 2"D
- Colors are molded-in to avoid discoloration and fading.
- Fits most steering wheels
- Slips on for easy installation, no tools necessary
- Molded core stretches perfectly around steering wheel
Plasticolor Steering Wheel Cover, Dodge PLS 006726R01

- Measures 15"L x 15"W x 2"D
- Colors are molded-in to avoid discoloration and fading.
- Fits most steering wheels
- Slips on for easy installation, no tools necessary
- Molded core stretches perfectly around steering wheel
Plasticolor Steering Wheel Cover, Ford PLS 006725R01

- Measures 15"L x 15"W x 2"D
- Colors are molded-in to avoid discoloration and fading.
- Fits most steering wheels
- Slips on for easy installation, no tools necessary
- Molded core stretches perfectly around steering wheel
Plasticolor Steering Wheel Cover, Honda PLS 006732R01

INTERIOR SHOULDER PADS

- Autocraft Shoulder Pad is designed to cushion shoulder from seatbelts, luggage straps, backpacks and more.
- Easy to install
- Thick memory foam pad covered in suede

- Autocraft Shoulder Pad, Black INA AC711
- Autocraft Shoulder Pad, Tan INA AC718
- Autocraft Shoulder Pad, Grey INA AC712

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
**Interior Accessories**

- **Interior Accessories**

**INTERIOR CONSOLES & CUP HOLDERS**

- **AutoCraft Shoulder Pad** designed to cushion shoulder from seat belts, luggage straps, backpacks and more.
  - Easy to install
  - Thick memory foam pad covered in suede

**AutoCraft Shoulder Pad, Tan**

- **AutoCraft CD Visor Organizer** organize and protect your CDs from sunlight, dust, and scratches. The 12 soft CD pockets allow CDs to easily slide in and out. Store your pen in the convenient pen loop. Stretchy straps adjust to fit almost any visor.
  - Convenient pen loop
  - Fits most vehicle sun visors

**AutoCraft Visor Holder, 12 CDs**

**INTERIOR ORGANIZATION**

- **GoGear Bench Seat Console Organizer**
  - Stores CDs and travel items
  - Small compartments to dispense tissues, segment coins and hold small items
  - Black

**GoGear Bench Seat Console Organizer**

- **Texas Saddlebags Wedge Cup Holder**
  - Holds 2 drinks and features a center storage compartment. Fits between seats or seat and center console of most vehicles
  - Fits between seats or seat and center console of most vehicle
  - Holds 2 drinks and features a center storage compartment
  - Also holds pens or pencils
  - Approximate size: 10-7/8" W x 8-1/16" H x 4" D

**Texas Saddlebags Wedge Cup Holder**

- **AutoCraft 2-Bin Trunk Organizer**
  - Perfect for registration and insurance documents
  - Clear, easy view protective sleeves
  - Hook-and-loop closure
  - Approximate size: 5" W x 5" H (Closed), 10" W x 5" H (open)

**AutoCraft 2-Bin Trunk Organizer**

- **Bell Automotive’s Pink Diamond Ashtray** will add a girly look to your ride while turning an extra cup holder in your vehicle into an ashtray. This pink ashtray with white rhinestone detail holds cigarette butts and keeps your vehicle virtually scent-free with its closing lid. Ashtray sits freely in your cup holder and easily removes for cleaning.
  - Aluminum construction with girly look
  - Controls scent with top lid
  - Easy to clean

**Bell Automotive Pink Diamond Ashtray**

- **Bell Automotive’s Black/Chrome Aluminum Ashtray** sits freely in your cup holder and easily removes for cleaning. This sporty black aluminum canister with chrome accent will hold cigarette butts while controlling the scent with a top lid.
  - Adds a sporty feature to your ride
  - Holds cigarette butts to keep car clutter-free
  - Controls scent with top lid
  - Place in cup holder for easy access and removal

**Bell Automotive Black/Chrome Aluminum Ashtray**
• Bell Automotive’s Blue Aluminum Ashtray will add a sporty look to your ride while turning an extra cup holder in your vehicle into an ashtray. This blue aluminum canister with chrome accent holds cigarette butts and keeps your vehicle virtually scent-free with its closing lid. Ashtray sits freely in your cup holder and easily removes for cleaning.
  - Fits inside most cup holders
  - Aluminum construction with sporty look
  - Controls scent with top lid
  - Easy to clean

**Bell Automotive Blue Aluminum Ashtray**
VIC  22-1-39264-8

• This shifter knob provides for a genuine shift lever upgrade with a difference you can feel. Includes adapters to fit most domestic and foreign cars or trucks.
  - Top of shift knob twists off to provide a handy storage area
  - Installation hardware included

**Pilot 44 Mag Shift Knob** PLT PM-2104

• The Autocraft Ash Can helps remove ash and contain cigarette smoke. It helps put out cigarettes easily.
  - Helps keep smoke, ash and unwanted odors under control
  - Preserves your car’s ashtray
  - Conveniently extinguishes cigarettes

**AutoCraft AutoXpress Ash Can** DAP AC216

• This shifter knob provides for a genuine shift lever upgrade with a difference you can feel. Includes adapters to fit most domestic and foreign cars or trucks.
  - Installation hardware included

**Pilot Manual Shift Knob - Carbon Fiber Look** PLT PM-2255

• Bell Automotive’s Lighted Inside/Outside Clock and Thermometer will help you stay on time and always know the weather. This item features an LCD digital clock and thermometer with dual temperature monitoring for inside and outside vehicle temperatures. Temperatures can conveniently be read in either Fahrenheit (F) or Celsius (C) mode.
  - Lighted display
  - Displays inside and outside temperature from (-)58 to (+)158 degrees Fahrenheit
  - Mounts with hook and loop tape included
  - Uses (1) AAA battery included

**Victor Lighted Inside/Outside Clock and Thermometer** VIC  22-1-37035-8

• Pilot Automotive’s Lighted Inside/Outside Clock and Thermometer will help you stay on time and always know the weather. This item features an LCD digital clock and thermometer with dual temperature monitoring for inside and outside vehicle temperatures. Temperatures can conveniently be read in either Fahrenheit (F) or Celsius (C) mode.
  - Lamp display
  - Displays inside and outside temperature from (-)58 to (+)158 degrees Fahrenheit
  - Mounts with hook and loop tape included
  - Uses (1) AAA battery included

**AutoCraft Light Up Ashtray** DAP AC730

• Pilot Automotive offers style to the interior of your car, truck or SUV. Pedal Sets are manufactured from durable material for long lasting quality and engineered to fit over the top of your vehicles OEM pedals. Each pedal set comes in a choice of colors to match the color theme of your ride with inserts for a timeless race inspired look and feel.
  - Fits automatic transmission
  - Mounts securely over factory pedals
  - Adaptors included
  - Universal design fits on all cars

**Pilot Titanium Automatic Pedal Pad Set** PLT PM-2314S3

• Pilot Automotive shift knobs have been designed to be one element in a larger picture and is a complementing piece of your cars interior. Pilot makes numerous shift knobs in many different shapes, colors, and textures. If you are just driving to work, cruising, showing, racing, or sport driving Pilot has the right shift knob to help you achieve your vision. Style never has to be sacrificed and good looks are a must.

**Pilot Lifelike Skull Manual Shift Knob** PLT PM-2271

**Pilot Manual Shift Knob - Carbon Fiber Look** PLT PM-2255

• Pilot Ball Shift Knob w/Color Rings provides for a genuine shift lever upgrade with a difference you can feel. Includes adapters to fit most domestic and foreign cars or trucks.
  - Installation hardware included

**Pilot Ball Shift Knob w/Color Rings** PLT PM-2274

**AutoCraft Compact Visor Mirror** DAP ACT729

- Aspheric rear view mirror with blue lens
- Extra wide angle for extra view
- 11”

**K-Source Clamp-On Wide View Mirror, 11”** MRR RM1100
**Interior Accessories**

- Convex lens 11-1/2"
- Wide view mirror
- Clamp-on mount
**K-Source Clamp-On Wide View Mirror, 11 1/2”** MRR RM010

- Convex lens 18"
- Wide view mirror
- Clamp-on mount
**K-Source Clamp-On Wide View Mirror, 18”** MRR RM011

- Day/night vision switch
- Mounting plate included
- Interior mirror
- Prism
**K-Source Universal Interior Rearview Mirror, 8”** MRR DN080

- Day/night vision switch
- 10"
- Mounting plate included
- Interior mirror
- Prism
**K-Source Universal Interior Rearview Mirror, 10”** MRR DN100

- Adhesive tape included
**K-Source Mounting Plate For Fit System Interior Mirrors** MRR MK200

---

**Interior Sunshades**

- Reflective Mylar blocks out harmful UV rays
- Designed to keep your vehicle’s interior cool and protected
- Collapsible design, pops open and folds down easily
- 68.9 in. x 31.5 in. (175cm x 80cm)
**AutoCraft Sunshades, Collapsible, Jumbo, Silver, 2 Pack** INA AC1037

- Reflective Mylar blocks out harmful UV rays
- Bubble insulated to keep your vehicle’s interior cool and protected from extreme heat
- Accordion fold design with strap for easy storage
- 58 in. x 24 in. (147.3cm x 60.9cm)
**AutoCraft Sunshade, Deluxe, Standard, Silver** INA AC1038

- Reflective Mylar blocks out harmful UV rays
- Bubble insulated to keep your vehicle’s interior cool and protected from extreme heat
- Accordion fold design with strap for easy storage
- 67 in. x 27 in. (170.1cm x 68.5cm)
**AutoCraft Sunshade, Deluxe, Jumbo, Silver** INA AC1040

- Reflective Mylar blocks out harmful UV rays
- Bubble insulated to keep your vehicle’s interior cool and protected from extreme heat
- Accordion fold design with strap for easy storage
- 58 in. x 24 in. (147.3cm x 60.9cm)
**AutoCraft Sunshade, Deluxe, Standard, Silver** INA AC1038

- Reflective Mylar blocks out harmful UV rays
- Bubble insulated to keep your vehicle’s interior cool and protected from extreme heat
- Accordion fold design with strap for easy storage
- 67 in. x 27 in. (170.1cm x 68.5cm)
**AutoCraft Sunshade, Deluxe, Jumbo, Silver** INA AC1040

---

**Interior Deer Alerts**

- Low-profile, high-output, airflow-activated design
- Removable from mounting base for cleaning
- Mount with strong, double-sided tape (included)
**AutoCraft Deer Alert Whistles, Black, 2 Pack** DAP AC734/22-1-0100

- Low-profile, high-output, airflow-activated design
- Removable from mounting base for cleaning
- Mounts with strong, double-sided tape (included)
- Approximate size: 2-1/8”L (front to back) x 1”W x 1-1/4”H
**AutoCraft Deer Alert Whistles, Chrome, 2 Pack** DAP AC737/22-1-0100

- Low-profile, high-output, airflow-activated design
- Removable from mounting base for cleaning
- Mount with strong, double-sided tape (included)
**AutoCraft Sunshade, Accordion, Jumbo, Tropical** INA AC1032

---

*Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.*
INTERIOR

WINDOW TINT

- Black window tint designed to enhance the look of your vehicle
- Limo black, 2.5% VLT tint

Gila Xtreme Window Tint - Limo Black 2.5% VLT CPM XLB242

- Designed for simple rear-window application
- Blocks up to 99% of UV rays to help prevent interior fading and cracking
- Blocks heat and keeps you cool
- Blocks glare
- Scratch-resistant coating

Gila Heat Shield Rear Window Tint - 20% VLT CPM HPR74

- Designed for simple rear-window application
- Blocks heat and keeps you cool
- Blocks glare
- Scratch-resistant coating

Gila Heat Shield Rear Window Tint - 20% VLT CPM HPR74

- Heat Shield window tint contains a heat-blocking layer to keep your vehicle cool.
  It also blocks glare and contains a scratch-resistant coating for durability.
- Blocks heat and keeps you cool
- Blocks glare
- Scratch-resistant coating

Gila Heat Shield Window Tint - 5% VLT CPM HPB042
Gila Heat Shield Window Tint - 20% VLT CPM HPB044
Gila Heat Shield Window Tint - 35% VLT CPM HPB046

- Peel and cling window tint does not contain an adhesive. It helps to block glare
  and is removable and reusable
- Simple installation; no adhesive
- Blocks glare
- Removable and reusable

Gila Peel and Cling Window Tint - 5% VLT CPM JS242
Gila Peel and Cling Window Tint - 20% VLT CPM JS246

- Standard tint that blocks glare and contains a scratch-resistant
  coating for durability.
- Blocks glare
- Scratch-resistant coating

Gila Window Tint - 5% VLT CPM NRS42
Gila Window Tint - 20% VLT CPM NRS44
Gila Window Tint - 35% VLT CPM NRS46

* Disclaimer: Not all products listed in this catalog are stocked in all stores or DC locations. If not stocked, they are available via special order.